Simulation for improvement of system sensitivity of radiochromic film dosimetry with different band-pass filters and scanner light intensities.
The delivered dose of high-energy photon beams is measured with radiochromic film. Previous studies sought to improve the system sensitivity of radiochromic film dosimetry by use of band-pass filters. However, band-pass filters reduce the scanning light intensity. To avoid a reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio, one must increase the scanner light intensity. Our purposes in this study were to develop an optical system model of GAFCHROMIC EBT2 radiochromic film dosimetry, and to estimate the system sensitivity characteristics by employing a combination of band-pass filters and scanner light intensities. The spectra of the scanner light source, band-pass filter, and irradiated EBT2 films were measured with a spectrometer. Meanwhile, the intensity of a light path from the scanner light source to the scanner detector was simulated. Then, the dose-response curves were computed with six simulated virtual band-pass filters of varying bandwidth. The simulated dose-response curves were in good agreement with the experimental values. The slope of the simulated dose-response curve was steeper when a filter of narrower bandwidth was used; however, at the same time, saturation was observed at a lower dose. For achieving the same dose response as was observed without a band-pass filter, it was necessary to increase the scanner light intensity. We proved that our proposed optical system model was valid, suggesting that a realistic simulation may be feasible with the proposed model. For improvement of the system sensitivity of radiochromic film dosimetry, it is necessary to select a well-balanced combination of band-pass filter and scanner light intensity.